
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
January 5, 1961 113 ASTOR STREET

NEWARK 2. N. J.

, oBIhi r BGELOW 2-2700

Ml accorda we wft ft Feedtm of. Infornaim

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Art, exemptioms "--
Washington 25, D.C. FOJA- Ž- L8M"4 •j"

Att: Mr. Lyall Johnson, Director I,' " /
Div. of Licensing and Regulation 0-j ' i

SubJ: Amendment to SNM-98 - Docket 70-90 10
Authorization for Receipt of Plutonium

Gentlemen: .

Separately, Engelhard Industries Inc* is applying for-an exemption
under Part 50 in connection with the reprocessing and recovery of
20% enriched uranium from 24 slightly used fuel and control elements
for the Netherlands Embassy, Washington, D.C. The fuel loading in-
volved is one which supplied a total of 400 KWH of energy. The ap-
plication under Part 50 is based on the negligible amount of activity
now associated with the elements and the safe conditions under which
they may be reprocessed in our presently licensed facilities.

The slightly used elements do contain a small amount of plutonium and,
as we propose to process these elements in our facilities licensed
under Part 70, amendment of SNM-98 is required in order that the plu-
tonium might come into our possession.

The amount of plutonium estimated to be contained in the elements, the
total energy having been supplied being 400 KWH, is 0.0018 grams
maximum having an activity of 1.1 x lO°4 curies.

It is proposed that the elements will be processed in our scrap
facility without modification from its presently licensed condition.
The plutonium will appear at the end of the processing in our liquid
wastes which will be disposed of at sea by a licensed waste disposal
company. The concentration of plutonium in the liquid wastes is
estimated to become 4.3 x 10-10 grams per cc, having an activity of
2.7 x l0- microcuries per cc.

This amount of plutonium is obviously too small to recover economi-
cally. Disposal will be in accordance with the rules and regulations l'"
of the Commission.

Attached and made a part of this application is a copy of our analysis \'(
of the proposed reprocessing work which was prepared for submission
with our application for exemption under Part 50.
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Part 70 -2- Jan. •, 1961

tions under Part 50 and Part 30, amendment of SNM-98 is requested in
order that we may receive the approximate amount of plutonium noted
above, and dispose of it in waste material under licensed conditions.

If there is any additional information we can provide, we willbe
pleased to hear from you.

Very truly y6, rs,

Lawrence C. Burman, Manager
Atomic Energy Development

Att: Feasibility Report and Letters
(Dr. F J Jankowski)



EXECUTIVE OFFICES

January 5, 1961 113 ASTOR STREET

NEWARK 2, N. J.
BIGELOW 2-2700

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington 25, D.C. \\ /4v

Art. Mr. Lyall Johnson, Director .7

Div. of Licensing and Regulation -

Subj: Application for License - Part 30, By roatri

Gentlemen:

Separately, Engelhard Industries Inc. is making application for an
exemption under Part 50 in order that Engelhard may recover the 20%
enriched uranium contained in 24 slightly used fuel and control
elements of the MTR type, now in the possession of the Netherlands
Government, The total energy supplied by the elements was 400 KWH.

Having been used for a total energy output of 400 KWH, the 24
slightly used fuel anrd control elements contain a minor amount of
fission products as evidenced by the activity of the elements on
May 21, 1957. On that date, the gamma activity of the elements was
measured and found to be 1.30 mr/hr (average) at a point 18 cm from
the center line of the elements.

Arrangements have been completed between Engelhard Industries and
the Netherlands Government, as represented by the Embassy, Washington,
D.C., for the treatment of the 24 slightly used elements plus five
unused elements, within the United States. It is proposed that the
elements will be shipped to the United States, and thereafter will
be transferred to Engelhard Industries, probably in the Port of New
York, with their byproduct material contents intact within the
cladding of the elements.

A license is therefore requested under Part 30 authorizing Engelhard
Industries to receive, use, possess and transfer the byproduct
material contained in the above slightly used elements (400 KWH
exposure).

Our proposed method of handling these elements, as described more
fully in our application for exemption under Part 50, calls for the
gaseous fission products to be vented through our stack system, as
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it now exists, and for the non-gaseous fission products to be collecbd
in the liquid wastes from the chemical processing operation. The
liquid wastes will be drummed in suitable containers and delivered
to a licensed waste disposal company for disposal at sea in a manner
authorized by the Commission.

We trust that this information is adequate for your purposes. In the
event additional information is required, we will be pleased to hear

from you.

7/'

Very truly.y/ours,

V"

Lawrence C. Burman, Manager
Atomic Energy Development

eA*



21 Arden Street
New rmnswmck, New Jersey
Pecember 14, 1960

Mr. Lawrence C. BIurman, 1anager
Atomic Energy Developmant
Engelhard Industries, Inc.
113 Astor Street
Nemark 2, Nv,' Jersey

Dear Yr. -urna.:
In reference to x,,, report, Reaue~t for .aive' of F'acilt" License

R equrement, attached to my letter of December 13, 19'I, there is an

error or. th• first page. In line 12 in the first Paragraph, the number,
0.5 mr/hr, should be, 0.O03 mr/hr. This same quantity appears correctly
on page 41 (sixth line from the bottom of the page) und page C - 2 (last
line on the page).

123 t:&'ndbook 69, "Maximum ,'ermissible Body Burdens and tUta2:m
Permissitble Concentrations of Radionucli es in Afr and in 'ater for
Occupational Fxposure", suggests 3 x 10- microcuries per cc in air for Kr
as the limit for continuous ýxposure. For nonoccupationa. exposure,
this numbhr would be 3 x 10- . This can be compared to the less than
1.3 x 10- average stack concentra.tion of 1r from your work. NT3 Handbook
69 is not written into law, but the A'FC appears to consider it a good
guide for planning: work and analysing hazards. IPecause of being snow-
bound Sundqy and Monday, I did not have access to thl s handbook when
: preparea your report.

Sincerely yours,

-- ?= rancis J. ankowski

C, C 3 Ul1t Zan t

0'

.k
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Request for Waiver of Facility License rtequirement

from /</<.• -- "• >

EngelhaZd Industries, Inc. PIN- .

Sum,,r of Request. .h"

Fngelha-d Tndustries, Inc. currently lhas a Speci•al:'-ciear..
Materials license (S17,4-98 plus amendments; Docket 70-9)O-f-...
uranium scrap processing activities. They wish to bid on the
job of' uranium recovery from. the fuel used in the Dutch Research
Reactor A-57. This fuel has been subjercted to little ue-e _. has
be-.-n cooling off" for more t'han three years, and there is little
fission product activity remaining. The analysiz below: (.ith
details in the Apinric.s) show the radiation h.zarefs'ron fission
products to be negligible. The most conservative estimate shows
the maximm employee exposure to be 2.5 c=r/b. The2e;h~ust air
from the building will have an average 6f 13.3 0 , zo~urieicc
of Kr activity, whVch i..ould produce a dose rate of '0.•'","r'h at I'.'
the stack; this activity trill be further diluted betore leaving
the Ttnge1hard Industries property.

Because of the negligible fission product activity, this
f-*.1 material can be processed in the existing. Fngelhro Indutrics?
urani=;, proces-sing facilities with no significantly greater hazard'
to employees or the public than that occurring in present and past
activities at the plant.

On the basis of this lo,.-w fiszion product activity, Thngel.hard
Indlustries, Inc. requests that t"he _equtietient of a facilitySA i t l e 1 C. r a p t e -. 1 ,
license as required by the Federal Begister, Tit 1,p
Part 50, raragraph 50.2 (a) (3) be w..ived and that they be'Part 5ou furter
permitted to 7rocess the material specified E.bove -ithou` further

amendmentE to their S'M licens.c

Descri.,tion of the Ma.terial to be Processed. I2

The fuel to be processed is in MfR type elements which were
manufactured by B & W and were supplied by PY.• in 1057. The
quantity supplied was:

22 standard, elements (177 grams. U-5 a'5 ch)
7 control elenentc e88.6 grams T..... e..2

c-ilelements (8.E g r az T.7-~ 5s.oi tota1.

One týAndard l nd one, 7artial elez.ent- wa.s retuurned in 127, le-ving
t 1t be procesrcd. 7ive of these ,. were not used.

* Superscript numbers refer to references at t e.e n'n of t2.J, re:'cit.



Th material contents of the elements to be processed are:

aluminum, approxizately 109 kg
uranliumt aroximat9ly 22 g-

The reactor went critical May :21, 1957. The total energy
supplied by all elements is 4C00 kwh.

On March 10, 1958 the ga~ma activity vas measured at a point
18 cm from the center of each of 2.,3 eleuents. These values ,ere
from E to 250 mr/hr, with an average of 1O mr/hr. The elements
were not used after this d!.te.

Fjisi n Uoduct Activity in the Element;s to be Proc.sed.

As a chech on the consistency of" the reported data, the gamma
activity to be expect*d 13 cm from the center of an average
element" ons March 1C, 195S was coCmputed for 7 different periods
of operation. In each. ca.se an ;-verage power was asiumed vhich
would lead to 400 Irvh energy release. Details of this calculation
are given in Pppendix 1. The reaults are:

Days operation from 7xpected activity, 18cm from
ay 21, 1957.6. element, March 10, 1958.

-4.2 570 ir /i1r
83 705

125 870187 !11,0

,208 15001250 :330
#2; C' 2

Thesc calculationt assaums uniform powaer aeneration along th,

length of the element and no self-absorptioix of ganiztas in the
element. These two effects are Compenatting; the self-absorption
is estimated to be a little over 20 ! and the nonuniformity of
pover less than 40 q. Assuming the effects cancel 44 reasonable
for hazard analys's pu;2jses and probably leads to an error ofbut a fewv per cent.

From this analysis, if the reactor was operated for less. thaxn
a nonth the expected ýiotivlty- is ctill more than 3 tines the
observed. This is not a serious discrepancy for hazard analysis.
Using the 400 kvh which give. the highor activity values, will
lead to conservative estimate of the bmards to be expected.

The activity in the element on January 1, 1961 is Very
weakldy dependent on the schedule of operations In 11557. The
activity has been decaying for approximately10b seconds; both
reftrences 3 and 4 show that after 107 seasids the activity drpps
off faster than the Way-Vigner rule of t- ' decay. Further,
leference 3 shows that ufter this period of decay, the beta
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acti~rity.15s approxii. A I 1V 8 t imes- the -am& act'ivity (~t ai
of energy release) and that approximately 87% of the gamras are
in the 0.4 to 0.C ýv energy range .%.roxim.tely L% in the 0.1 to
0.4 Mev range, and approximately 16% •r•2r grejter than 0.1 MOv.
Reference 5 gives 0.8 Mftv as the effective energy cof the 0.A to
0.9 Mev group. Reference 5 also gives 1.7 x l103 as the cozwersion.
factor by which the energy flux In Mev/cm='-zec. must be multiplied
to obtain dose rate in mr/br.

Using the above data and the curves in reference 3, the
activity on January 1, 19l, at 18 cm from the center of an
average element ij found to be 14.5 mr/hr; the energy flux per
element is 5 x 10 Mev/sec; the ganmw activity iz 1.8 mc per
element. The details of the calMlations are given iA Appendix B.

Using either reference 3 or 4 the total activity per element
is 23 mc (most of it beta activity).

Reference 4 gives Kr as the only gaseous radioactive fission
product after 3 years; Xe, I, and others are in a stable forz orhave decayed away by this time. Kr represents 0.016 of the total

disintegration rate, or 0.37 me per element.

Hazardo Qalyses.

LaaQAU elements. The dose rate to the hands ivhen holding
an element is estimated at 50 to 100 mr/hr; this was calculated
Pssuning the activity to be uimformly distributed along the
center line of the element, and no self-shielding. Pince Part 20
permits 1500 mr/week to the hands, and since only e5 active
elements *re to be handled over many days this dose rate is not
a serious problem. The dose received wili be further decreased
by handling the elements by their end extensions. short, heavy
tongs, as may be used for handling hot beakerE, may be used to
further decreaEe the dose.

The dose rate at 18 cm from the element is 14.5 mr/hr;
considering the short time of exposure, no problem will result
in handling the elements.

Material in Process. The greatest concentration of material
in process will be the filtrate storage tanks -when full. There
are 14 tanks in 2 rows. The rows are 2 feet apart and the
individual tanks in the rows are 2 feet apart. Each tank is
5 inch ID and 14 feet high with a capacity of approximately
15 gallons. Since it is pianned to dissolve 2 elements at a time
(approximately 350 grams U-235 per betch), using a 30 gallon
dissolver, each storage tank will hold one element in solution.

Igain, it is assumed that the activity is uniformly distributed
along the center line of each tank, and the gajnla radiation is
attenuated by 2.5 inches of wster and 0.134 inches of steel.

- 3-
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L.'i-uid Ictivity Release. There will bc no planned or
accidental release o'f rpVoactive liquids. AccidlentE:l spill•s
,il he cntaine -since there -.re no A .t fleor level.

Criticality 7azard. The hezard of •n Pccidental criticality
7ii 1e neith-er greatrF or less vith this eCterial. ,ecruse of
t h!= ' Level of fission product activity, ti-,. ct iFity pijnt
..:ill not contribute measurably to the ;.ctiivit, ele.ed in a
criticality accident; the only ..ignifiont t~vit- -ould be
that formed during the accident.

Th? criticality ha ane y ede in t n. '1 j-N cen s-e
axplicationr amendent ap..licctionF and Job fcc ib4lty re-orts
apply equalto this Job.

STtC a f(. 4. -Lity.

The u,.ranium recovery "r"?--Fti-s e under t ..-.....
... r.U. * . . urmi . .r. "i i,,ons'ble for isa ' 4'.
carr,•.•g. _ out the [roced(.1re- f._.r ,.roces,-:ing t+h:_ . ter:al, inventory
contr:-., ý and t' e' prevention of iritical.ty and health hazards.

I. resume of r. Yxnrmi' experience and qualifications .r
cont..ine ,.... the ai 'lications for license MWl-9i8 plus aiaeni!-rnt,
•,~cket,. 70- -•

Er. P.. J. J',r'o*s'., Pr.Dfcssor of Nuclear Tngineering at
RIutgk~rs Unvrc~r~eorisultznt to -Thigelhard InsreInc.,
and, ,-ill be avciloe for consultation concerning radliation •n,.
criIcalit ; . A br.-ef resume of P-.o. 'Jniko .ski _.. '.U g17 en
in lppendix D.

Health Physics A•.tivit._-s.

In the precessing of uranium scrap, health physics..roc'.. reZ
h.~ave _-.n set up. and equipment procured for guarding against
alpha ccntamination, to check beta-geazma cctivity Of incoming
s.1i P'ents, and to prevent unneces-sary or 'hazardous ex;osure to

.er !sl. These procedures will continue. In additions equipuent
W.ii~l be procured and procedured set up to guird :.ore fully against
bete ..... exposure to workers.

Pince .entember 1957, records have been "-. o. 2!1 T,-
ex.•osu""rc•, quarterly urine analyses, and annual phys.. l
examinations for emrloyeez in the uranium procn-•ig 2lant. Thes.e
reccrds rtill be contnued, and additional record: keL t of poc!_ket
dosimeter rend.. ,, beta-gama surveyr about th' . l-,.t
during operEtions.

The equioent w-hich is -:r be pvsi!::•ble for ealt. .urvey
and zionitoring work are:

- 5



( 1

Scaler I'ucor D-IO00
,cintillation detector -Tith an alpha sensitive crystal.
G-M detector for beta-gamma (being procured)
Thyac Model 389C beta-gamma survey meter, 3 ranges,

0.2, ', 20 zr/hr full scale.
Jordan ion chamber survey roeter, 0.5 - 500 mr/hr and

0.5 - 500 r/hr ranges.
Pemote area monitor; two detectors, each 12 feet off the

floor, one about 7 feet from'the filtrate
storage ti, the other directly across
the room. These are ion chamber detectcrs,
sonsitive to gamma radiation, indicating
in Vr. Nurmis office, and recording at the
guard station remote from the detection
locat'on. The syster ...ys supplie4 by
Victoreen, and ha: built-in calibration
sources.

Air sampler
Film badge service; Tracerlab beta-gamma two week service.

The badges contain two films, one processed
every two weeks, and one process 1d every
three months to yield accumulative doses.

Pocket personal dosimeters, gamma sensitive, direct
readirg (are being procured). Six would
be zvaiiable, 4 for the employees in the
plant and .2 spares.

2is~osal of Fission Products.

The fis_:in product activity will be contained in liquid form
in approxiwetely twenty 55-gallon drums. The voltme of liquid
generated is determined by the amount necesscry to dissolve the

.netals for ;rocesslng; it is not profitable to concentrate or
precipitate the waste raterials after uraniuxn recovery, hence, the
2D drum of liquid wastes. Each drum will contain ep-roxinrtely
27 mc of beta-ga mma activity, or approximately mc of gz:fma
activity. The beta activity will be absorbed by the wrater and
the drum walls. The gF.z activity 'Will be reduced by distance
and by -rater absorption, since the active mateiri% is distributed
t1rough a large volume. The gamma dose rate will be less thanmr/hr at the surface. Details on the estimate are giwn in
Appendix C."

The drums of liquid waste will be disposed of by a commercial
company licensed for this work.

Material Control Pnd Security.

Material control and security will be handled az at present.
The presence of fission products will have no affect on these
procedures.
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Conclusions.

The n nd1ing o t'- "utc' fuel elei&ents i:,ves .o Jitt.c-
• . .. ,' .t~v_ ; /m.t + .rli be pO!-:ci : Zi c •-' 'r

• "• in th.- eýxisting.Z l'-h,.-''• Industrie s Ur,, ' "::,-r..c....•-

-' duty ith:ut W.... c .- or to---
. - . .ty 1-*._ ..n..; r o - .. t ,-i11l not

-E' oontr. _ry to the pu2lio irterrcstzý or contrr:ý to th• intent o.

1. Tett2.r frc-- r, T*7L>ic 8Z2O:T.c: -ya1 l ter~~
T• y, . l ... , "a.i itar C.) to t:. F.Gt

S ,t' r . Diel t. F. *., Br.our date,: ' Thr•.:,. 1i 1"

.T * .' Peris'.:i~z rfld .n R, W. -lesc ':o the Pec..- ofs. ,. on Pr o..,_.t, .c• t- • :s- " ....

PP W6-746 (June 1C53).

r, ,r , I,, , ,c Ou, ,, ,Ui 2 tc4 4. C n

• bu -"on Pro,•uts.
~'r~rier~g, ol.5,pp 1.56-185 (Mfarch 1-352"

! '71_3200 ,e ator P` -:71-s "';,nstz-ntF.
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Appendix A

Calculation of the Expected Gamma Fission Product Activity on
March 10, 1958

The reactor was made critical on .a, 21, 1957. The gamaa
activity 18 cm from the center of each element was measured on
M'arch 10 1958. In between these dates were 400 k'h of enerry
Zenerated by the elements.

The time between the above dates is 293 deys, or 7032 hours.
Since the schedule of operation was not specified, calculations
were made for 7 operatingjschedules, each starting on May 21,
1957 and extending for various multiples of 1000 hours up.to a
maximum of 7000 hours. Average'power levels which would result
in 400kwh energy release was found for the operating schedules.
These times and powers are tabulated below:

Interval time, end of time from Power, Power,
number interval to May 21,1957 wratts watts per

Mar 10, 1954 to end of element
seconds interval, days

1 2.2 x 10 7  42 400 16.7
. 1.8 83 200 8.Z3
3 1.5 125 133 5.15
4 1.1 167 100 4.17
5 7.3 x 10 208 80 3.33
6 3.7 " 250 66..7 1 ..7a
7 1.2 X 10 292 57.1 2.38

The calculation proceeds as follogs: Using the curve for
fiseion product activity following 1000 hour reactor operation
in reference 3, find the gamma activity for each pf the 7 times
in the second column. For a particular time of reactor operation,
i.n column three, corresponding to a certain interval number, the
gamma activities of that and the preceeding intervals are summed.
This sum is multiplied by the power, in the fifth column
corresponding to the interval number for which the activity is
being obtained. For example, if the gamma activity on March 10,
1958, is desired for the case of the reactor being operated for
208 days from its initial startup, the gamma activities for the
first five intervals, obtained from reference 3, are summed and
multiplied by 3.33 to get the Mey/sec per element.

The calculAtions were further refined by using a gamma energy
spectrum containing 7 energy groups, These 7 groups are used in
references 3 and 5: in 5 the conversion factors for changing
Mev/cm'--sec to m=/ 6 r are also given. These gZ-W;Pd factors are:

A-I
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Group
number

1
2
3
4
5
67

Energy
interval, Mev

0.1 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.9
0.9 - 1.35
1.35- 1.8
1.8 - 2.2
2.2 - 2.6
over 2.6

Effective
energy, Nev

Conversion
factor

0.4
0.8
1.3
1.7
2.18
2.5
2.8

2.11
1.96
1.81
1.70
1.58
1.50
1.45

x 104

'It

t1

I?

From Figure 6 in referenoe 3, the Meyv sea-watt for each time
interval number and each energy group is obtained. These are:

time
interval
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C
C
C00

I
I

me/_sec-wat-t in ukQts of IQe
Energy group nmbers

L 2 4
).03 0.75 0.37 0,009 0
.06 1.1 0.60 0.011 0
.10 1.5 0.,3 0.016 0

).24 2.3 1.4 0.05 0
).50 3.5 2.1 0.30 0
-.Z 6.0 3.6 3.2 0
.3. 46. 12. 28. 2

.029

.032

.035

.038

.042

.0

0.001
0.001
0.004
0.030
0.98
2.8

7

0.001
0.002
0.013
0.10

ftch number in the table above is summed with .those abve it
in the same colamn, as described in the colculational inWtM-O•tona
above, forming a new table of 7 rows and 7 colums. EaCh tero is
therr.vmltiplied by the proper value of power taken fro& the first
table in this appendix-- this operation produces a value of Mev/sec
ptr element for each tiae of operatimA ud for each ener&7 group.

If each value of Mev/see is -- &I 4oed by the proper value
of the coaersion factor, taken frm the table at the top of the
•age, and the relult•ng values swood over the energy groups
(i.e.p all values within a given tiso interval are s ued), a

number proportional to the dose tat* for each operatinZ tiewill
be obtained. These are given below:

time interval
number

1
2

5
6

length of reactor
operation, hours

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000

value proportional
to dose rate

38
47
'58

75
100
159
597

Ar -2
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The nber. in the l Izt table can now be used to obtain the
gs-az dose rate at any point relative to thealement. For this
calculation it is convenient to assu1..k that the activity is
uniformly distrituted alcng the center line of the element, and
that there is no self-shielding of go-.aaz- in the elemer.t. These
two as Sumptions are compensitn.g &nd vwill not introduce Large
errors, The geometry for the case being considered is -ho•.i
below:

Let P be the activity irn Myvsec per element, zc 1 be •• -he activity
to-dose rate coxmr~ion fector given in the top table on the
prev.ouspage P/'X1 iis the activity per uit .ength. " klng use
o.r th. synetry,7 the dose rrte, R, g, given by

3n. 5!

S2 Clo•; kr ax

The. fllowing tri onozetric "-:eaticns can be obtained fran the
figure above, ý-.ncd Cre useful Tor putting the integrl ,,bore into
a form easily integrated.

tan X ! 1/i5,• giving 18 sec2 0.do dx.
tzz0z1/:~ gvn (lS)~ ~~

",Ib÷tituting t.hese value-' into the Integral results in the
r ce-,1 FtIn of all variables under th integral, leaving c.rl,

d0 to 1e integrateC, between 0 and tan-(0.%5/18%. This gives

TA: 1.5 x 1C- M-F mr/hr.

The product, IF, is the nu-mber given by the last co' "•;n-n in th,
table at the bottom of th* previous page. N2ltiplying ecch vlue
in the table by 1.5 g , gives the gam-ma -dose rates .hich -- y
then be compared to the nea.sured values. The•s • ,, e ated ec-e
ratez are!
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Time interval
number

1
t.,

Time to end of
interval, days

83
125
167
'7 0

,.. .d

Dose rate mr/kr
on Msrch i0, 1958

570
7CE
870

1500
2130
8970

6
7

7'Ver the sfhcrtEzt ,operating times give dose rates much
greater th4'n the average of 130 mr/hr measured. There are several
possible e :§panations for this difference; the measurement of dose
rate nay h"'ve been approximate hrith ;:.n uncalibrated survey meter;
the .i'-istan---ý frox the element ,,-ey have been api;roximpte - it mLy
have been .pged by e.e - if the m .. urem-r.t had been fron the
s'-rface ofP the e-ment at 4t- center rather than from the center
line this -rouC.d h11ý redu&- the rnumbers :.beve by .25%; the estimate
Of the eneryd 1:; the core may heve beer, v;'r-oximate and
may be conservFti',,E; tl..is type of element is frequeantly aliowec tc
cool off rener we. - if the dose rates had been neasured at 18 cm
in water this a.1one ,culd account for all of the difference.

7or the sltuations being analysed here the factor of 4 or
:.iorbetveen calcul.ted and measured dose rates is not important;
,. . the 400 .kwh, vrblch leads to the higher dose rates is used

t•he radiation e",oosur, are still ,,ithirn the permissible limits.

The 4Q00 k-,rh energy relea~e is used as! the basis of all
fturther sn,&ysis.
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Appendix B

Expected Radioactivity per Element on January 1, 1961

On January 1, 1961, the time after ghutdown for 1000 and 5000 hours
reactor operations is 1.17 and 1.02 x 10 seconds, agd the fission pro-
duct activity, from reference 3, is 2.9 and 3.2 x 10 Mev/sec-watt, re-
spectively, of total gamma release. At this long time after fission,
approximate]ly 35% of the Banrna intensity is in energy group 2, having
an effective energy of 0.5 Mev.

The 40 0 kwh energy release can be represented by 400 watts for 1,000
hours, with an average fission product gamma activity of 3 x 106 Mev/sGc.
watt. Using the equation for dose rate developed in Appendix A, R 165
x 10-4 PM, gives

R =1x 10o-4 x 400/24 x 3 x 106 x 1.96 x 1o-3 = 14.5 mr/hr

at 18 cm from the center of the element; the 400/24 in the equation
above is the power of the element.

Of the gaseous fission products which -may be released when the
elements are dissolved, only krypton is radioactive. Reference 4 gives
0.016 as the fraction of the fisgion product activity (the disintegration
rate) which is Kr activity at 10 seconds after fission. Either refer-
ence 3 or 1i may be used to get the total disintegration rate. Using the
same source of data as use• for gamma actigity above, one finds a dis-
integration rate of 5 x lO dps/watt at j0o seconds after 1,000 hours of
reactor operation. The Kr activity per element is

5x 107 x 400/24 x 0°016 = 1.33 x 107

This is equivalent to 1.33 x 107/3.7 x 1010 = 0.37 millicurie.
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.. .. Appendix C .

Rediration Hazards in Processingem nts. - -

HandlLtnL Elemen.ts.

To estimate the dose rate to the hands when holding an element, the
equation for dose rate in Appendix A was modified by replacing the 18 cm
distance by 3.8 cm, the distance from the center line to the surface of
the element. When integrating over X, the limit of integration was taken
as 0 to 900, which overestimates the dose rate but slightly.

At the center of the element, the surface dose rate comes out to be
a little less than 100 mr/hr- considering the assumptions used, greater
accuracy is not justified.

Holding the element at the end will result in but half the gamma in-
tensity to the hands, since the hands will be exposed to a source on one
side only. In the equation in Appendix A, this is introduced by leaving
out the fac tor, 2, which appears before the integral sign, because the
symetry which was responsible for the 2 being introduced is no longer pre-
sent.

By holding the elements by end extensions, the dose rates are re-
duced considerably. This factor appears in the equation through changing
the limits of intergrationo

Material in Process.

The greatest radiation intensity from material in process will occur
at a point near the filtrate storage tanks. For this analysis, each
tank was considered as a separate source, and an equation of the type
used in Appendix A was applied. This equation is:

R = PM/4)dh (01$92 ) x (a gamma absorption factor)

P - gamma intensity per tank : x 107 Mev/sec.
M- activity-to-dose rate conversion facto? for 0.8 Mev, 1.96 x 10'3.
d - distance to each tank.
h height of tank in cm 14 x 30.5

- angles subtended by the two ends of the tank and the hori-
zontal, measured at a point at which the dose rate is being
determined.

The gamma absorption coefficie ts are 0.0736 and 0.5219 cm-1 for
water and steel for 0.8 Mev gammas.? Assuming the average path length
of a gammsa ray to be 2.5 inches in the water and 0.134 inches in the
steel is conservative. the ave-qge path lengths will be much greater but
the effort to get them is not justified for this study. Using the above
assumptions, one finds that 0.51 of the gammas escape from the tank.

The results of the analysis are summarized in the tex; aboveo The
maximum dose rate is found to be 2.46 mr/hr. This is at a point which is
accessible, and therefore could be occupied for extended periods of timeý
but does not require extended occupancy, nor is it likely to be occupied
for extended periods. - -

Z-i.. . /,
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Gaseous Activity Release.

The building exhaust system, to which the dissolvers are vented, is
being equipped with a 3700 cfm blower. This blower will move 6.3 x 109 cc
of air per hour. The maximum release of radioactivity will occur in the
first hour of a dissolving operation, when approximately 30% of each of
two elements will be dissolved. From Appendix B, we have 0.37 mc Kr which
can be released per element.. The activity concentration will be 60% of the
0 36 mc diuluted in the 6.3 x 109 cc of air,.giving approximately 3.2 x
1 microcurie per cc at the stack. This will be further diluted before
leaving the &ngelhard Industries property.

Kr has a stable decay product, and being inert, is not retained by
the human body. Therefore, it is only necessary to consider the whole
body radiation from a cloud of Kr gas in the air.

Well over 99% of the radioactive energy from Kr is bete; the biologi-
cal effect of the gamma rays is negligible in comparison. In a radio-
active cloud which has dimensions large comparied to the range of radiation,
the rate of energy absorption per cc is equal to the rate of energy em-
mission per cc. However, the body is black to beta rays, so that beta
radiation is received only from one direction, introducing a factor of 1/2
in computing body dose. The dose is further reduced by the fact that a
person is near the ground, so that the source intensity giving rise to
betas directed upward is less than for other directions; this factor was
neglected here.

Assuming an average beta energy of 1/3 the maximum of 0.672 Mev, leads
to an energy emmission and absorption rate of:

3.2 x 1 0-34 c/cc x 3.7 x 1010 x 0.672/3 2.65 x i0-4 Mev/sec-cco

This is equal to 4.2 x 10-10 ergs/sec-cc or 1.5 x 10-6 ergs/hr-cc. Di-
viding by the density of air, 1.26 x 10-3 grams/cc, gives 1.2 x 10-3 ergs/
grams-hour. Using 83 ergs per gram equals one r, and applying the factor
of 0.5 for the solid angle through which beta particles are received, gives
0,007 mr/hr maximum. If two elements are dissolved in 8 hours, the
average dose will be 0,003 mr/hr, a negligible dose rate.

Fission Product Disposal.

The fission products will be in liquid form, approximately 2.2 mc
gamma activity to a 55 gallon drum, for disposal. For an estimate of the
hazard, it was assumed that all the activity is concentrated at the geo-
metric center of the drum. The gammas will be attenuated by approximately
26 cm water which has an absorption coefficient ofO,0786 cm- 1 . This at-
tenuation, plus the reduction in intensity by distance, gives 1.8 mr/hr
at the surface.
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Appendix D

Reaum of Education and Experience o F . J. Jankowski

Education:

Experience:

Union College, Schenectar, Ne7WThkBS in CE. .i
University of Cincinnati, Sc.D. rbj I

USWAA Engineering School, Wright Field, Ohio, .]

Present position, Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Chairman,
Comeittee on Nuclear Engineering, Rutgers University.

Nov. 193f - Dec. 1958, Battelle Memorial Institute, Consultant;
Organized, directed the work, and trained the people in the
Critical Assembly Laboratory; advised on experiments in the
BUI Research Reactor.

Aug. 1950 - Oct. 1955, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Bettis
Plant; participated in all phases of experimental critical
assembly work; assemblies built and operated included a large
uranyl nitrate solution reactor, a solid metal fueled-water
moderated reactor, and plastic-uranium oxide fueled reactors;
advised on the startup of the Nautilus power plant, and on its
prototype at Idahp.

July 1949 - July 1950, Battelle Memorial Institute; performed
shielding and criticality analysis; otheVn-nuclear problems.

Feb. 1948 - Aug. 1948, Argonne National Laboratory; experimentae
measurements of neutron flux for thesis.

Var. 1943- Dec. 1945, USAAF.

Publications of interest:

"Research Experience with Plastic-Moderated Critical Assemblies",
F.J.Jankowski. Paper P/2387 presented at the Second International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1958.

Associate Editor and contributor to the Naval Reactors Deeim
Eandbook. (Dr. S.Krasik, Lditor; claesified).

Coauthor of five Hazard SummarY Reports for five different
critical assembly projects.

Author or coauthor of more than 40 Journal publications and
ABC reports.
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